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Featured articles and news

Demand revolution

We could be on the brink of a demand revolution. But will the
opportunities be seized?

Cladding tests

The final ACM cladding test is
in, and it's another pass.

Workplace humidity

BSRIA examine the benefits
of controlling humidity levels
in the workplace.

Adjudication

What is adjudication and how
does it work?

St Michaels development,
Manchester

Gary Neville's partnership
submits revised plans for a
Manchester tower.

Solar Squared

Innovative glass blocks could
make it easier for buildings to
generate their own electricity.

BRE and Graitec

BRE form a partnership with
software supplier Graitec to
drive the uptake of BIM.

Featured building

Heard of 'Googie architecture'? The iconic Theme Building of LAX
airport is a prime example.

Around the web

Gov.uk, 28 Aug

The government commits
£11m to low emission buses.

The Guardian, 27 Aug

Richard Rogers wouldn't
dream of doing the Pompidou
now.

BBC, 25 Aug

'Self-driving' lorries will be
tested on UK roads.

Dezeen, 24 Aug

Stefano Boeri proposes trees
instead of barriers to protect
against terror attacks.

RICS, 25 Aug

The skills shortage debate -
youth vs experience.

Construction Manager,
24 Aug

Two in three firms are not paid
on time by the public sector.

Construction Index, 25 Aug

The Conservative Party
benefited from pre-election
construction donations.
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